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Forthcoming
Exhibitions 
and Events

IAA 15/09/05 - 25/09/05

Commercial Vehicles

Frankfurt, Germany

Eltefa  21/09/05 - 23/09/05

Electronic design and components

Stuttgart, Gemany

APTA 26/09/05 - 28/09/05

Transport Dallas, Texas, USA

APS 27/09/05 - 29/09/05

Security Paris, France

Scanautomatic 18/10/05 - 21/10/05

Automation Gothenburg, Sweden

Bus World 21/10/05 - 26/10/05

Transport Kortrijk, Belgium

Railtec 07/11/05 - 09/11/05

Rail Dortmund, Germany

Cartes 15/11/05 - 17/11/05

Smart Cards Paris, France

SPS/IPC/DRIVES 22/11/05 - 24/11/05

Automotive Nuremberg, Germany

This exhibitions and events schedule 
is correct as of going to print. Visit our
website at www.eao.com/exhibitions for
the most up to date schedule of events
and for details of the products that 
EAO will be showcasing.

And make the most out of your time by 
pre-booking your meetings with us online. 

Seriously clever Series 71 range
delivers multiple combinations

EAO’s Series 71 range of
pushbuttons, indicators, selector
switches and keylock switches
delivers time, labour and cost
savings benefits. A unique PCB
assembly system guarantees
ergonomic and user-friendly
operation and maintenance. In
situations where behind-panel space
is limited, the Series 71 range offers
an advantage. This compact unit has
a behind-panel depth of just 44mm.

EAO offers new options for the
visually impaired with blue
illuminated keypad

Visual impairments, which often
include the inability to distinguish
between the colours red and green,
can result in problems for users
operating keypad driven devices.
EAO’s S.series keypad is now
available with a new option of bright
blue LED illumination. Additional
options for the visually impaired
include a ‘blind pin locator’ which can
be found on key 5, together with
raised characters including “o”and“x”.

Ergonomic safety solutions from EAO

EAO offers machinery equipment engineers the option of added safeguards to their
application designs, with its range of high quality keylock switches that provide
protection against unauthorised access and additional safety controls.

EAO adds new illuminated keypad
to successful W.series range  

EAO has added a new illuminated 
16 key PIN-entry keypad to its highly
successful W.series range. This highly
aesthetic keypad is available with
yellow, red, green or blue illumination.
Designed for easy integration, the
keypad is available with front or rear
mounting alternatives, without the
need for specialised mounting tools
or fixing plates.

EAO Offices Worldwide

Telephone Website

Austria +49 (0) 201 85 87 0 www.eao.at

Belgium +32 (0)  3 777 82 36 www.eao.be

China + 852 (0) 27 86 91 41 www.eao.hk

France +33 (0) 1 64 43 37 37 www.eao.fr

Germany +49 (0) 201 85 87 0 www.eao.de

Japan +81 (0) 3 5401 0953 www.eao.jp

Netherlands +31 (0) 78 653 17 00 www.eao.nl

Sweden +46 (0) 8 683 86 60 www.eao.se

Switzerland +41 (0) 62 388 95 00 www.eao.ch

United Kingdom +44 (0)1444 236000 www.eao.co.uk

USA +1 (0) 203 877 4577 www.eao.com

Specialist Industry Sectors

EAO understands that critical to its customer’s ability
to successfully compete on a local and global basis,
is the need to work with a expert partner who
understands individual industry sector requirements.
EAO has specialist expertise in:
Transportation
Machinery
Telecommunications
Process Control
Lifting and Moving 
Automotive

…and is the proven market leader for the
production and supply of Human Machine Interfaces
products and solutions for each.

If you would like to get ‘inTouch’…

If you would like to receive more
detailed information about any of the
features within inTouch, or if you would
like to receive inTouch electronically 
in the future – contact us now at
www.eao.com/intouch

Editor: Claire Hawes.

inTouch is published by EAO Ltd,
Highland House, Albert Drive, Burgess
Hill, West Sussex, RH16 9TN, UK,
Telephone +44 (0) 1444 236000.
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Why do we believe that we are
your Expert Partner? Well much of
our success can be attributed to
the rewards that we have gained as
a result of the true partnerships we
have forged with our customers
and suppliers. This partnership
enables us to build and draw on
our vast knowledge of ergonomics
and design aesthetics to deliver
truly customer focussed Human
Interface Solutions.

One area of our business – which
is predominantly driven by non
standard products requiring fully
customised solutions is our Keypad
and Keyboard business, from
which we have taken the theme of
this issue of ‘inTouch’.

We trust you will find of interest the
articles detailing our keypad and
keyboard solutions expertise, the
role we play in the banking and
payment terminal market as well as
a case study showing how we
approached a project for our
valued client Dione.

Also included within this newsletter
is information about our latest
product news, markets in which we
serve, and details about where to
meet us.

We do hope that you will enjoy this
edition of ‘inTouch’ and as always
would welcome your views. If you
have a comment or would like to
contribute please email us at 
inTouch@eao.com

Welcome to inTouch
providing the key
to your success 

Bespoke keypad 
and keyboard 
customer solutions

EAO is delighted to announce the 
launch of our new local Dutch and 
German websites, which are designed 
to match global Human Machine 
Interface products and solutions to 
specific local customer needs.

EAO’s local websites are built upon the
same central platform of EAO’s global.com
site, thus ensuring full accessibility to
global product and solutions information,
delivered through simple navigation.

In order to maximise responsiveness to
local customer needs, EAO’s local content
managers will ensure that local visitors
have additional access to specific and
relevant information about local issues,
technicalities and additional local products
and services.

So if you are based in Germany or Holland,
visit our new websites at www.eao.de
and www.eao.nl

EAO has produced an important new tool
for engineers and purchasers. The new
condensed catalogue has been designed
to provide engineers and purchasers with
a quick and easy search facility for the
selection and purchase of EAO’s most
popular product ranges.

The new catalogue opens to reveal
colourful, eyecatching product
photography, presented in an easy to
navigate format. Each product range has
been represented visually and in a modular
format where possible. Each product
series has been colour coded to indicate
the function and the additional elements
such as actuators, illumination and contact

blocks that need to be purchased to
complete an order.

This condensed catalogue is available 
in English, German, French, Dutch and
Spanish and works in complement to
EAO’s new comprehensive web based
product Catalogue. To obtain your copy 
of the new condensed catalogue contact
your local sales office, distributor,
or alternatively visit our website at
www.eao.com/products
to download an electronic copy.

EAO launches new local
Dutch and German websites

Truly customer focussed
online solutions from EAO

At EAO, we are proud 

to be able to call

ourselves the Expert

Partner for Human

Machine Interfaces

Jean Marc Appéré
International Sales Manager 
for EAO’s Production Facility in France

Design
At the outset of a customer project
EAO works with its customers to
offer sound advice on concept,
design and project feasibility.
EAO’s advice and solutions extend
to issues such as environmental
protection, membrane and touch
sensitive technologies, total
solutions for laser engraving and
marking, illumination, mounting,
aesthetics, end user-friendliness
and tactile feel.

Ergonomics
EAO can design solutions for both
internal and external use. When the
environment demands, EAO’s
keyboard and keypad solutions
offer protection of up to IP67
against water, heat, shock and
vibration. EAO’s solutions can also
be protected from vandalism.

Laser engraving
Using state of the art laser
engraving technology, EAO can
deliver custom key markings.
EAO can quickly and easily
incorporate intricate designs such
as corporate logos and fonts 
into end application keyboard 
and keypad HMI solutions.

Comprehensive customer
solutions
For more details about EAO’s
keyboard and keypad customer
solutions please contact your local
sales office now or alternatively
visit our website at
www.eao.com/solutions

In a non standard world,
EAO develops and
manufactures bespoke
industrial keyboard and
keypad solutions that
integrate seamlessly
into our customers’
applications.

www.eao.com
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Operation fraud...

The W.series and S.series ranges
represent the finest in rugged
mechanical keypads and keyboards.
Built from stainless steel and Zamak,
they are some of the toughest, most
durable and reliable products
available today.

Features
All metal grid and anti pull off keys.
Laser engraved keys for wear-resistant
markings. Rear or top mounting.

Options include
Combined keyboards, trackballs,
touchpad and 12 or 16 key pin 
pad. Built in tamper proof features 
for anti-hacker protection. Raised 
key legends compliant with 
banking regulations for the 
visually impaired. Customised 
laser engraved colour legends.

Visit www.eao.com/products for 
full information about EAO’s 
keyboard and keypad capabilities.

Specialist keypads and keyboards 
for the banking sector

The banking and electronic-
payment terminal market demands
fast, secure, convenient and cost
effective electronic payment
technologies to enable high speed
payment transactions, that add
value at the point of sale for
consumers, merchants and
acquirers.

EAO has met the demands of this
market with its comprehensive
range of keypad and keyboard

products designed to integrate
seamlessly into web-enabled and
transaction terminals that are
designed to support e-commerce,
smart cards as well as traditional
payment applications.

To support this fast moving market,
EAO’s keypads and keyboards
deliver excellent tactile feedback
offering end user reassurance –
crucial for self service equipment.

EAO’s keypad and keyboard
products are also constructed with
defence features including strength
and durability for vandal resistance.
EAO has a proven reputation for
rugged products, resistant to
impact, vibration, dust and liquids.

Visit www.eao.com/products for 
full information about EAO’s 
keyboard and keypad capabilities.

Human Machine
Interface technology
adds critical features
including strength,
durability, vandal and
anti-hacker protection
to smart card
payment systems.

EAO offers fast action, secure and convenient keypad and keyboard
solutions for the banking and electronic payment terminal markets

EAO opens new Italian office

Fast, secure 
and convenient

Robust W.series keypads and keyboards from EAO

Dione SecuraCell tamper responsive payment units

In order to significantly reduce
credit card fraud, financial
institutions worldwide are driving
the replacement of magnetic 
strip credit and debit cards 
with vastly more secure smart
card technology. The success of
the new smart card technology
though is highly reliant on
supporting technology.

When developing its latest
SecuraCell tamper responsive
payment units, global supplier of
smart card payment systems and
managed services Dione, sought
specialist advice on the integration
of a robust keypad. Dione had
strict application design objectives
to prevent criminals from

compromising
transaction security.
Dione required a cost
effective solution combining
resilience and reliability 
with ease of use and
aesthetic appeal.

EAO has specific
expertise in developing
bespoke keypad and
keyboard customer
solutions to meet the demanding
security requirements of financial
institutions. Through its established
partnerships with trusted 3rd party encryption
model suppliers, guaranteed security can be established.

Visit www.eao.com/solutions for further information about
EAO customer solutions.

The end solution
The end solution comprised a
fully customised rugged metal
keypad, contrasting metal front
plate and concave keys with
tactile identifiers on the ‘5’,
CNL and ENT. The keypad
fulfilled the criteria in terms 
of tamper resistance and was
housed in a tamper responsive
enclosure.

Environmental protection
At the outset of the project to
develop the SecuraCell
technology solution, EAO
worked closely with Dione to
offer advice on concept and
design issues to reduce the
risk of fraud through sabotage.
Consideration was given to the
best solution in terms of
environmental protection,

including resistance against
impact, vibration, dust and liquids.

Through the review of detailed
CAD drawings, EAO was able 
to provide Dione with an accurate
projection of the end product,
including the impact of any
additional improvements added 
to the original design.

Antonio Giuliani, The Italian Connection

EAO is delighted to announce the
opening of its new Italian office.
Located in Verdello, close to the city 
of Bergamo in the north of Italy, EAO’s
new Italian office is within easy reach
of the Turin-Milan-Venice highway.

EAO’s new Italian operation is 
headed up by Sales Manager 
Antonio Giuliani, supported by Sales
Engineers Alessandro Angiolini, and
Mauro Grazioli.

In addition to offering EAO’s full product
and solutions portfolio, EAO’s Italian
team has specific experience in
providing specialist advice, products 
and services to the following sectors:

•  Tooling Machines

•  Packaging Machines

•  Machines for printing

•  Vending Machines

•  Banking and Payment Terminals

EAO’s new Italian team will continue to
support EAO’s existing Italian distributor
network of Nucletron, Tecnel System,
Elettromeccanica ECC and Electronic
Market Padova, thus reinforcing EAO’s
position as Italy’s Expert Partner for
Human Machine Interfaces.

Visit www.eao.com/globallocations 
for full office contact details.

www.eao.com
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For this project, EAO was
contracted by a global
industrial automation
company that designs and
produces interactive
computer controls, software
and computerised machine
systems for the worldwide
metal cutting and metal
forming industries. EAO
supplied pushbuttons and an
emergency stop switch from

its Series 04 and Series 71
ranges for a user-friendly,
ergonomic control console.
EAO understands that the
ergonomic success of a
solution is achieved through
the alignment of equipment
and tasks. This philosophy
ensures the end user and
the technology to work in
complete harmony.

Machinery

Transportation Visit www.eao.com/transportation for more
examples of transportation case studies

EAO was contracted by a global
electronics company serving
aerospace, defence and
information technology markets, to
create a keypad solution to be
integrated into the cockpit of the
new Airbus A380. EAO is a long
standing supplier of HMI solutions
for Airbus and has much

experience of developing solutions
for the military sector. EAO’s
knowledge of Airbus and the
sector made it the supplier of
choice for its customer who was
working to tight timescales and
needed a robust solution that met
the high level of quality demands
of the new aircraft.

EAO is your Expert Partner for Human Machine Interfaces for the
Transportation, Machinery, Telecommunications, Process Control,
Lifting and Moving and Automotive industry sectors.

For up to date information about EAO latest customer solutions case studies,
visit www.eao.com/globalcases

For information about EAO typical applications visit
www.eao.com/typicalapps

Vertical Market News – your expert partner

Come fly with EAO

EAO stages process control solution

EAO helps customer’s drive for success
Application
Illuminated keypad for the
cockpit of the new Airbus A380

Customer priorities
A robust solution featuring
illumination and reassuring
tactile feel

Product description
Three fully customised keypad
solutions 

Country
France

Telecommunications Visit www.eao.com/telecommunications for more 
examples of telecommunications case studies

EAO was tasked with delivering 
an interactive product browser for
an automotive showroom located 
on the Champs Elysees in Paris.
The contemporary design
specified by the customer was a
perfect match for EAO’s W.series
metallic keyboard. The keyboard’s
housing fully complements the
stainless steel finish of the
browser’s monitor. The end
product is highly aesthetic with
high quality appeal for customers
visiting the showroom.

Although the customer chose
EAO’s W.series mainly on the 
basis of its looks, this self service
application also required
consideration to be given to the
end user. The keyboard needed 
to combine durability with a feel
that was reassuring, tactile and
therefore comfortable to use.

Application
Internet/Product Browser

Customer priorities
Highly aesthetic design,
stainless steel finish, smooth
key action

EAO Products implemented 
W.series keyboard

Country
France

Process Control Visit www.eao.com/processcontrol for more 
examples of process control case studies

The ‘Q Book’ uses a combination
of touch-screen technology and
traditional pushbutton hand
controls to operate an intuitive
interface. EAO’s Series 84
pushbuttons were chosen for this
application on the basis of their
excellent tactile feedback. This
allows the operators to feel and

actuate the pushbuttons even
when their eyes are focussed on 
a scene. The flushmounting and
recessed lens ensures the switch
is protected from unintentional
activation. A further advantage of
the Series 84 range is small depth
and assembly-friendly connection.

Application
Computer Controller for Theatre
Automation

Customer priorities
Good tactile feedback, short
stroke and small actuation
force, IP67 protection

Country
Germany

Application
VMX30, Machining Center 

Customer priorities
Size of actuator

Product description
Series 71 pushbuttons

Country
USA

EAO 
Automotive
EAO Automotive is a proven
reliable, flexible and innovative
partner for car manufacturers 
as well as systems suppliers.
EAO develops and manufactures
a range of innovative, cost
effective switch systems for the
automotive industry and is a
recognised partner for many
leading car manufacturers 
and system suppliers.

Visit www.eao.com/automotive 
for more examples of automotive 
case studies

Visit www.eao.com/machinery for more 
examples of machinery case studies

EAO provided a solution for
a lift maintenance provider to
equip their technicians with a
portable box and signalling
device.

Critical to the success of this
portable customer solution
was a strong ergonomic
design taking into account
size and weight. EAO
integrated its lightweight and
robust Series 04 flush mount

switch into a box and
signalling device housed in a
special backpack, which met
the Netherlands’ lift industry
safety regulations.

Lifting and Moving
Application
Portable maintenance/service
box for lifts

Customer priorities
Robust, complete switch box.
Signalling box and junction-
box pre-wired with cabling

Product
Customer project with EAO’s
series 04 range

Country
Netherlands

Visit www.eao.com/liftingandmoving for more
examples of lifting and moving case studies

EAO delivers an ergonomic machinery solution

Come drive with EAO

An uplifting experience from EAO

www.eao.com
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and for details of the products that 
EAO will be showcasing.

And make the most out of your time by 
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Seriously clever Series 71 range
delivers multiple combinations

EAO’s Series 71 range of
pushbuttons, indicators, selector
switches and keylock switches
delivers time, labour and cost
savings benefits. A unique PCB
assembly system guarantees
ergonomic and user-friendly
operation and maintenance. In
situations where behind-panel space
is limited, the Series 71 range offers
an advantage. This compact unit has
a behind-panel depth of just 44mm.

EAO offers new options for the
visually impaired with blue
illuminated keypad

Visual impairments, which often
include the inability to distinguish
between the colours red and green,
can result in problems for users
operating keypad driven devices.
EAO’s S.series keypad is now
available with a new option of bright
blue LED illumination. Additional
options for the visually impaired
include a ‘blind pin locator’ which can
be found on key 5, together with
raised characters including “o”and“x”.

Ergonomic safety solutions from EAO

EAO offers machinery equipment engineers the option of added safeguards to their
application designs, with its range of high quality keylock switches that provide
protection against unauthorised access and additional safety controls.

EAO adds new illuminated keypad
to successful W.series range  

EAO has added a new illuminated 
16 key PIN-entry keypad to its highly
successful W.series range. This highly
aesthetic keypad is available with
yellow, red, green or blue illumination.
Designed for easy integration, the
keypad is available with front or rear
mounting alternatives, without the
need for specialised mounting tools
or fixing plates.

EAO Offices Worldwide

Telephone Website

Austria +49 (0) 201 85 87 0 www.eao.at

Belgium +32 (0)  3 777 82 36 www.eao.be

China + 852 (0) 27 86 91 41 www.eao.hk

France +33 (0) 1 64 43 37 37 www.eao.fr

Germany +49 (0) 201 85 87 0 www.eao.de

Japan +81 (0) 3 5401 0953 www.eao.jp

Netherlands +31 (0) 78 653 17 00 www.eao.nl

Sweden +46 (0) 8 683 86 60 www.eao.se

Switzerland +41 (0) 62 388 95 00 www.eao.ch

United Kingdom +44 (0)1444 236000 www.eao.co.uk

USA +1 (0) 203 877 4577 www.eao.com

Specialist Industry Sectors

EAO understands that critical to its customer’s ability
to successfully compete on a local and global basis,
is the need to work with a expert partner who
understands individual industry sector requirements.
EAO has specialist expertise in:
Transportation
Machinery
Telecommunications
Process Control
Lifting and Moving 
Automotive

…and is the proven market leader for the
production and supply of Human Machine Interfaces
products and solutions for each.

If you would like to get ‘inTouch’…

If you would like to receive more
detailed information about any of the
features within inTouch, or if you would
like to receive inTouch electronically 
in the future – contact us now at
www.eao.com/intouch

Editor: Claire Hawes.

inTouch is published by EAO Ltd,
Highland House, Albert Drive, Burgess
Hill, West Sussex, RH16 9TN, UK,
Telephone +44 (0) 1444 236000.




